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Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 000, 1�22 (2006) Printed 5 February 2008 (MN LATEX style �le v2.2)The Massive Star Population in the Giant H II Region Tol 89in NGC5398⋆Fabrizio Sidoli1†, Linda J. Smith1 and Paul A. Crowther2
1Department of Physis and Astronomy, University College London, London WC1E 6BT, UK
2Department of Physis and Astronomy, University of She�eld, She�eld S3 7RH, UKABSTRACTWe present new high spetral resolution VLT/UVES spetrosopy and arhivalHST/STIS imaging and spetrosopy of the giant Hii region Tol 89 in NGC5398.From optial and UV HST images, we �nd that the star-forming omplex as a wholeontains at least seven young ompat massive lusters. We resolve the two brightestoptial knots, A and B, into �ve individual young massive lusters along our slit, A1�4and B1 respetively. From Starburst99 (Leitherer et al.) UV spetral modelling, andnebular Hβ equivalent widths in the optial, we derive ages that are onsistent withthe formation of two separate burst events, of ∼ 4 ± 1 Myr and < 3 Myr for knots A(A1�4) and B (B1), respetively. An LMC metalliity is measured for both knots froma nebular line analysis, while nebular He ii 4686 is observed in knot B and perhapsin knot A. We detet underlying broad wings on the strongest nebular emission linesindiating veloities up to 600 km s−1. From UV and optial spetrosopy, we esti-mate that there are ∼95 early WN stars and ∼35 early WC stars in Tol 89-A, usingempirial template spetra of LMC WR stars from Crowther & Had�eld, with theWC population on�ned to luster A2. Remarkably, we also detet a small number ofapproximately three mid WNs in the smallest (mass) luster in Tol 89-A, A4, whosespetral energy output in the UV is entirely dominated by the WN stars. From thestrength of nebular Hβ, we obtain N(O) ∼690 and 2800 for knots A and B, respe-tively, whih implies N(WR)/N(O)∼0.2 for knot A. We also employ a omplementaryapproah using Starburst99 models, in whih the O star ontent is inferred from thestellar ontinuum, and the WR population is obtained from spetral synthesis of op-tial WR features using the grids from Smith et al. We �nd reasonable agreementbetween the two methods for the O star ontent and the N(WR)/N(O) ratio but �ndthat the WR subtype distribution is in error in the Starburst99 models, with far toofew WN stars being predited. We attribute this failure to the neglet of rotationalmixing in evolutionary models. Our various modelling approahes allow us to measurethe luster masses. We identify A1 as a super star luster (SSC) andidate with a massof ∼ 1�2× 10

5 M⊙. A total mass of ∼ 6 × 10
5 M⊙ is inferred for the ionizing soureswithin Tol 89-B.Key words: stars � Wolf-Rayet: stars � O stars: galaxies � starbursts: galaxies �massive star population: giant Hii regions � Tol 89.1 INTRODUCTIONGiant Hii regions (GHRs) are haraterised by theirlarge sizes (up to ≈ 1 kp), supersoni gas motions(Melnik, Tenorio-Tagle & Terlevih 1999) and high Hα lu-

⋆ Based on observations olleted at the European South-ern Observatory, Chile, proposal ESO 73.B-0238(A) and withthe NASA/ESA Hubble Spae Telesope, obtained from theESO/ST-ECF Siene Arhive Faility.
† E-mail: fs�star.ul.a.uk (FS)

minosities (1038�1041 ergs s−1; Kenniutt 1984). A review oftheir properties is given by Shields (1990). The presene ofGHRs in galaxies denotes sites of reent, intense episodesof massive star formation. The nearest extragalati GHRis 30 Doradus in the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC) whihhosts a ompat star luster (R136) of mass ∼ 2�6×104 M⊙(Hunter et al. 1995) as the main ionizing soure. Conversely,another nearby GHR, NGC 604 in M33, is of similar sizebut ontains multiple OB assoiations rather than a entralmassive luster. The mehanism(s) whih ultimately deter-mines whether a luster or a omplex of OB assoiations 2006 RAS
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2 F. Sidoli et al.is formed when an intense star-forming event ours is un-lear. Elmegreen & Efremov (1997) suggest that lusters areformed in preferene to loose assoiations in high pressure in-terstellar environments. Clusters with masses as high as 105to ∼ 108 M⊙ (Maraston et al. 2004) � often termed youngmassive lusters (YMCs), or super star lusters (SSCs) � areobserved in the extreme environments of starburst galax-ies and galaxy mergers (e.g. Whitmore 2003); the most lu-minous and ompat of whih show similar properties toolder globular lusters (GCs) suh as those observed inthe Milky Way (e.g. Holtzman et al. 1992; Whitmore et al.1997; Shweizer & Seitzer 1998; Bastian et al. 2006, see alsoLarsen 2004 for a review). This has led to the suggestionthat YMCs may represent the young ounterparts of oldGCs (e.g. Ashman & Zepf 1992) and may o�er insight intothe formation and evolution of GCs in the loal universe.Reently, Chen, Chu & Johnson (2005) have studiedthe luster ontent of three GHRs (NGC5461, NGC5462and NGC5471) in M101. They �nd that they ontain lus-ters similar to R136 in mass rather than the more massiveSSCs, although they note that the three R136-like lustersin NGC 5461 may merge to form an SSC. Overall, they �ndevidene for a link between the moleular loud distribu-tion and the luster luminosity funtion in the sense thata di�use distribution produes more lower mass lusters, insupport of the hypothesis that massive lusters are formedin high pressure environments.The giant Hii region Tol 89 (Smith et al. 1976) is lo-ated at the south-western end of the bar in the late-typebarred spiral (Sdm) galaxy NGC5398 (Durret et al. 1985).A Digital Sky Survey image of this galaxy is shown in Fig. 1;Tol 89 is onspiuous in being the only large massive star-forming omplex present in the entire galaxy. Tol 89 has anextent of ≈ 24′′
× 18′′ or 1.7× 1.2 kp and an absolute bluemagnitude of −14.8, (assuming a distane of 14.7Mp basedon H0 = 75 km s−1Mp−1; Shaerer et al. 1999) whihmakes it one of the most impressive GHRs known.The presene of Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars in Tol 89 was�rst reported by Durret et al. (1985) who deteted a broademission bump at λ4650. Shaerer, Contini & Kunth (1999)identi�ed broad features of N iii 4640, He ii 4686, and verystrong C iv 5808, suggesting the presene of both late-typeWN (WNL) and early-typeWC (WCE) stars in Tol 89. Froma detailed spatial analysis, they �nd an o�set between theontinuum and nebular lines, suggesting a omplex star-forming region. Johnson, Indebetouw & Pisano (2003) ob-tained radio observations of Tol 89 and disovered an unre-solved thermal radio soure with a Lyman ontinuum �uxof ∼ 4500 × 1049 s−1, equivalent to an SSC with a mass of

106 M⊙ if the soure is a single luster. In terms of radio lu-minosity, they �nd that Tol 89 is among the most luminousradio Hii regions so far observed and is omparable to theGHR NGC5471 in M101. Finally, Tol 89 was one of the ob-jets in the survey of Chandar et al. (2004) to measure theWR ontent of atively star-forming regions through ultravi-olet (UV) spetrosopy obtained with theHubble Spae Tele-sope (HST) Spae Telesope Imaging Spetrograph (STIS).In this paper, we examine the massive stellar ontentof Tol 89 through an analysis of arhival HST images andUV spetrosopy, and high resolution optial spetrosopyobtained with the Very Large Telesope (VLT). We showthat Tol 89 is a young, very massive star-forming omplex

Figure 1. Digital Sky Survey R-band image of NGC5398 show-ing the loation of the GHR Tol 89. At the adopted distane of14.7 Mp, 1′ orresponds to ≈ 4 kp. The �eld of view is 5 × 5ar minutes.with at least seven young ompat massive lusters. Thefat that Tol 89 is loated at the end of the bar in NGC5398indiates it may have been formed through gas in�ow in ahigh pressure environment, although Johnson et al. (2003)suggest that the weak bars found in late-type galaxies arenot strong enough to generate the required gas in�ow.The paper is strutured as follows. The observationsand redutions are presented in Setion 2. In Setion 3 wedesribe the spetra and in Setions 4 and 5 we derive theproperties of the knots and their ionizing lusters. In Se-tion 6 we estimate the massive star ontent using empirialand synthesis tehniques. Finally, in Setions 7 and 8 wedisuss and summarise our results.2 OBSERVATIONSWe have obtained high spetral resolution UV-VisualEhelle Spetrograph (UVES)+VLT ehelle spetrosopy ofthe brightest optial knots in the giant Hii region Tol 89.We supplement this dataset with arhival HST imagingand spetrosopy obtained using the STIS CCD and FUV-MAMA detetors in the optial and UV respetively (Pro-posal ID 7513; C. Leitherer, P.I.). The UV spetrosopidata are also presented in Chandar et al. (2004). A sum-mary of the observations is given in Table 1. All the HSTarhive data were proessed using the standard alstis dataredution pipeline.2.1 Imaging2.1.1 RedutionOptial and UV images were obtained on 1999 February 19using the MIRVIS/STIS CCD and MIRFUV/FUV-MAMA 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



The massive star population in Tol89 3

Figure 2. STIS MIRVIS (λcen=7230 Å) image showing the po-sition and orientation (PA=-90◦) of the optial STIS slit, of size
52′′ ×0.′′1 ar seonds. Clusters A1-3, B1, C1 and C2 are indiated(see Setion 2.1.2). At the adopted distane of 14.7 Mp, 1′′ or-responds to ≈ 70 p. The streth of the image has been set so asto highlight the position of luster A3. The insets show the regionsaround A1 and A2 (top right) and B1 (entre left) at di�erentstrethes to highlight better these lusters.

Figure 3. STIS MIRFUV (λcen=1480 Å) image showing the po-sition and orientation (PA=-90◦) of the UV STIS slit, of size
52′′ × 0.′′5. Clusters A1-4, B1, C1 and C2 are indiated (see Se-tion 2.1.2). At the adopted distane of 14.7 Mp, 1′′ orresponds to
≈ 70 p. The streth of the image has been set so as to highlightthe position of lusters A3 and A4. The inset shows the regionaround lusters A1 and A2. Note, luster B1 is almost ompletelyobsured in the UV.

Figure 4. STIS MIRVIS (λcen=7230 Å) image showing the posi-tion and orientation (PA=90◦) of the UVES slit, of size 1.′′4×10′′.Knots A, B and C are indiated (see Setion 2.1.2). The orientationand sale are as in Figs. 2 and 3.longpass �lters/detetors. The optial dataset onsists offour image sets. Before ombining, we �rst used intensityhistograms of the images to determine a threshold value forthe old pixels, below whih all pixels were �ipped to highvalues. These were subsequently removed, along with os-mi rays and hot pixels, using the iraf/stsdas osmi rayrejetion (orej) task upon ombining the images. The re-sulting images were then geometrially orreted using thex2d task. Remaining hot pixels were removed using theLaplaian osmi ray identi�ation algorithm, L.A.Cosmi(van Dokkum 2001). In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the optialand UV STIS images of Tol 89, with the slit positions of theSTIS spetrosopy superimposed (see Setion 2.2.1). Simi-larly in Fig. 4 we show the optial STIS image with the slitposition of the UVES spetrosopy overlaid (Setion 2.2.2).2.1.2 Optial and UV morphologyTol 89 is a young massive star forming omplex as shownby the optial and UV STIS images in Figs. 2 and 3. It

omprises three distint knots of star formation that we labelA, B and C in order of dereasing (optial) brightness. Withthe high spatial resolution of HST, we are able to resolveeah individual knot into multiple luster omponents.Along the optial STIS slit, the boundary between Aand B is de�ned by the mid-point between the brightest op-tial omponent in eah knot. We then identify the lustersin order of dereasing brightness along the slit, with 1 beingthe brightest (see Figs. 2 and 3). The UV ounterparts toeah luster were then identi�ed in the FUV-MAMA image.The separation between the lusters, as measured from theoptial STIS image, are as follows: A4→A1: 1.′′53 (107 p);A1→A2: 0.′′32 (22 p); A2→A3: 0.′′69 (49 p); and A3→B1:1.′′51 (106 p). The projeted separations in parses are givenin parentheses, where 1′′ ≈ 70 p (assuming a distane of14.7Mp based on H0 = 75 km s−1Mp−1; Shaerer et al.1999).Knot A is made up of multiple lusters that are brightin both the optial and the UV, and dominated by a youngompat luster whih we denote as A1. Whilst knot B isalso optially bright and omplex it is muh fainter than Ain the UV. It is also the loation of the impressive thermalradio soure disovered by Johnson et al. (2003). From theSTIS UV image (Fig. 3) we an see that knot C ontainstwo young ompat massive lusters whih we denote as C1and C2; where C1 is the loation of the north-eastern spurof thermal radio emission identi�ed by Johnson et al. 2003(see their �g. 4).Durret et al. (1985) identify two regions in Tol 89 thatthey denote as X and C, where C is their entre of Tol 89. Weidentify our knot C with their region X and their entre ofTol 89 with our knots A and B. Within the entre of Tol 89,Shaerer et al. (1999) identify an area with maximum neb-ular intensity (= our B), o�set by ∼ 2 ar seonds to theeast of the region with maximum ontinuum intensity and 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



4 F. Sidoli et al.Table 1. Summary of the observations. The HST+STIS imaging and spetrosopy (Proposal ID 7513, C. Leitherer, P.I.) have beenobtained from the HST arhive.Detetor Filter λcen FWHM PA Aperture Size Pixel Sale Total Exp. (s)/(Å) (Å) (◦) (′′) (′′pix−1) ImsetsHST+STIS Imaging, 1999 February 19FUV-MAMA MIRFUV 1480 280 106.7 25×25 0.0246 900/1CCD MIRVIS 7230 2720 106.7 28×50 0.0507 240/4Detetor Grating/ λcen λrange Resolution Dispersion PA Slit Size Pixel Sale Total Exp. (s)/Setting (Å) (Å) (Å) (Åpix−1) (◦) (′′) (′′pix−1) ImsetsHST+STIS Spetrosopy, 2000 Marh 20-21FUV-MAMA G140L 1500 1150-1700 3.1 0.58 89.0 52×0.5 0.0246 11620/4CCD G430L 3200 2900-5700 4.9 2.73 89.1 52×0.1 0.0507 810/2CCD G750M 6581 6295-6867 1.0 0.56 89.1 52×0.1 0.0507 825/2UVES+VLT Spetrosopy, 2004 May 6EEV CCD Dihroi #1 3460 3030-3880 0.19 0.035 90.0 1.4×10 0.246 2850/2EEV CCD Dihroi #2 4370 3730-4990 0.22 0.044 90.0 1.4×10 0.246 2850/2EEV/MIT-LL CCD Dihroi #1 5640 4580-6680 0.36/0.29a 0.049/0.040a 90.0 1.4×11 0.182 2850/2EEV/MIT-LL CCD Dihroi #2 8600 6660-10600 0.63/0.45a 0.075/0.060a 90.0 1.4×12 0.170 2850/2
a Resolutions and dispersions are for CCD1/CCD2the loation of the WR emission (=our A; see also their�g. 51).2.2 Spetrosopy2.2.1 STIS spetrosopyThe two-dimensional STIS spetrosopi data were obtainedover two visits on 2000 Marh 20-21 using the G430L andG750M gratings and the STIS CCD detetor for the op-tial regime, and the G140L grating and the STIS FUV-MAMA detetor for the UV. The slits were entred on thebrightest luster (=A1) at o-ordinates of α = 14h01m19.s92;

δ = −33h04m10.s7 (J2000). The respetive slit sizes are
52′′

× 0.′′1 and 52′′
× 0.′′5 and are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.Further details are given in Table 1. The image sets (twofor eah optial grating and four for the UV) were om-bined using the method desribed in Setion 2.1.1 and re-ti�ed, wavelength and absolutely �ux alibrated using thex2d task. From measurements of the FWHM of Gaussian�ts to the unresolved Hβ and C ii 1335 lines in the G430Land G140L spetra of B1, we obtain spetral resolutions of4.9Å and 3.1Å respetively, or 1.8 pixels, giving a resolutionof 1.0Å for the G750M grating.

1 Note that the orientation in �g. 5 of Shaerer et al. 1999 is in-orret. North points towards the top right orner of their middlepanel rather than the top left. Thus, the peak in nebular inten-sity (our knot B) is o�set by ∼ 2 ar seonds to the east of theontinuum intensity peak (our knot A) rather than south, as issuggested in their �gure.

From the UV spetral image, we identify �ve regionsfor extration whih we denote as A1, A2, A3, A4 and B1 inFig. 2 (see Setion 2.1.2). The extration widths orrespondto 0.23, 0.12, 0.19, 0.19 and 0.30 ar seonds, respetively.Note that in Fig. 3 the bright UV soure in the viinity of B1is atually the UV ounterpart to the optial point sourethat lies below, and just outside of the narrower optial slit(see leftmost inset of Fig. 2). For this reason we make are-ful onsiderations regarding the extration width of B1 toensure that there is as little ontamination from this soureas possible.For the optial we extrat three regions A1+2, A3 andB1, with the extration widths being de�ned by the fullwidth at ∼10 per ent of the peak of the intensity pro�leat Hα. These extration widths, orresponding to 0.55, 0.40and 1.13 ar seonds respetively, were then applied to theG430L grating spetra. Note, regions A1 and A2 are barelyresolved in the optial STIS 2D spetral image and hene areextrated as a single soure objet while luster A4 is notdeteted above the bakground noise. Bakground subtra-tion was performed by seleting regions of sky free of nebularemission. No orretion for slit losses have been made.2.2.2 UVES spetrosopyEhelle spetra of Tol 89 were obtained in servie mode on2004 May 6 with UVES (D'Odorio et al. 2000) at the VLTKueyen Telesope (UT2) in Chile (Proposal ID 73.B-0238A,L. J. Smith, P.I.). UVES is a two arm ross-dispersed ehellespetrograph with the red arm ontaining a mosai of anEEV and a MIT-LL CCD. The blue arm has a single EEV 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



The massive star population in Tol89 5CCD; all three CCDs have a pixel size of 15µm. Simultane-ous observations in the blue and the red were made usingthe standard setups with dihroi #1 (346+564 nm) anddihroi #2 (437+860 nm), overing an almost ontinuouswavelength region from 3100�10 360Å; the regions between5610�5670Å and 8540�8650Å were not observed as a resultof the gap between the two CCDs in the red arm. The slitwas oriented at a position angle of 90 deg to pass throughthe two brightest knots in Tol 89, hereafter A and B whendisussing the UVES data (see Fig. 4). The slit width wasset at 1.′′4, giving a resolving power of ∼ 30 000 in the blueand ∼ 28 000 in the red. The pixel sales for 1 × 1 binningare shown in Table 1.At the time of the observations the onditions were learand the seeing was typially better than 1.′′2. A total inte-gration time of 47.5 min. was divided into two equal lengthexposures to prevent saturation of the brightest nebular lines(Hα, Hβ and the [O iii℄λλ4959, 5007). Observations of thespetrophotometri standard Feige 67 were also made usingthe same set up for the purpose of performing �ux alibra-tions. Spetra of Th-Ar omparison ars were obtained toperform wavelength alibrations.The data were redued aording to the standard CCDand ehelle redution proedures within iraf using the -dred and ehelle pakages. This inluded the subtra-tion of a bias level determined from the oversan region,bias subtration, division by a normalised �at �eld and badpixel orretion. Images were leaned of osmi rays usingL.A.Cosmi (van Dokkum 2001). The ehelle orders wereextrated using widths set to 2.4 and 3.6 ar seonds forknots A and B respetively and wavelength alibrated, at-mospheri extintion orreted and �ux alibrated. Resolu-tions � as measured from the FWHM of Gaussian pro�le �tsto the Th-Ar ar lines � and dispersions are given in Table 1.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECTRA3.1 STIS UVThe veloity orreted (Vhel ≈ 1230�1240 km s−1; see Se-tion 5) UV spetra of lusters A1�4 and B1 are shown inFig. 5; the harateristis of stars with strong stellar windsdue to the presene of P Cygni pro�les of Si iv 1400, Nv 1240and C iv 1550 an be seen. In the ase of A3, the narrow andresolved Si iv 1400 pro�le is suggestive of late-type O super-giants.Sine O stars do not show strong He ii 1640 emission,its presene in A1, A2 and A4 an be attributed to the windsfrom WN stars. In A2 the emission strength of the C iv 1550feature, whih is greater than He ii 1640, suggests that WCstars are also present, while the non detetion of He ii 1640emission in A3 and B1 would suggest an absene of WRs.In luster A4 we appear to detet N iv℄ 1486 emission frommid-WN stars and note that its UV spetral appearanebares a lose resemblane to that of a mid-WN star (see�g. 2 of Crowther & Dessart 1998).The UV STIS data are also presented in �g. 1 ofChandar et al. (2004), who used a larger aperture width of81 pixels to obtain their 1D spetrum of the region they de-note as Tol 89-1. Their extration omprises our regions A1and A2, plus di�use inter-luster emission and also shows

Figure 5. Veloity orreted STIS FUV-MAMA G140L spe-tra showing the extrations of luster A1, A2, A3, A4 and B1(top, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and bottom panels respetively). P Cygni pro-�les due to the winds of massive O and WN stars are identi�ed:Si iv 1400 (O supergiants), Nv 1240 and C iv 1550 (O stars) andHe ii 1640 (WN). In the ase of A2, the strength of the C iv 1550feature, whih exeeds that of He ii 1640, suggests the presene ofWC stars.the P Cygni pro�les of Nv 1240, Si iv 1400, and C iv 1550,as well as He ii 1640 emission from WN stars. Our smaller,individual extrations of A1 and A2 (∼ 9 and 5 pixels re-spetively) have allowed for di�erent WR populations (WNand WC) to be identi�ed in the individual lusters. Fromthe spetrum of Tol 89-1 shown in �g. 1 of Chandar et al.the presene of WC stars is ambiguous and thus only a WNpopulation an be inferred from their extration.3.2 STIS optialThe optial spetrum of A1+2 shows a very blue ontinuumwith very weak emission lines of Hα, Hβ, [O iii℄ 4959, 5007and [N ii℄ 6548/84. The portion of the G430L spetrum in theregion of He ii 4686 is shown in Fig. 6a; we identify a possiblenebular He ii 4686 omponent. The FWHM is omparable tothat of the unresolved [O iii℄ 5007 emission line (f 7.0±1.8and 6.7±1.0 Å respetively). We brie�y disuss the origin ofthis emission in Setion 7.Clusters A3 and B1 also show emission lines of Hα,Hβ and [O iii℄ 4959, 5007; although they are weak in A3.In addition to these lines, B1 shows weak emission lines of[O ii℄ 3727, Hγ and Hδ. Both A3 and B1 are signi�antly red-dened ompared to A1+2; no WR emission features are de-teted, in agreement with the UV STIS spetra (see Fig. 5). 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



6 F. Sidoli et al.

Figure 6. Veloity orreted STIS G430L spetrum of A1+2(top) and UVES+VLT spetrum of B (bottom) showing possiblenebular He ii 4686 emission. Nebular lines of Hβ and [O iii℄ inA1+A2, and He i , [Fe iii℄ and [Ar iv℄ in region B are also identi-�ed.3.3 UVESThe high S/N, high spetral resolution UVES data for re-gions A and B are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 respetively overthe wavelength range of 3600�7400 Å. The spetra are rihin emission line features typial of Hii regions. The strongestemission lines, those of Hα, Hβ, [O ii℄ 3726/29, 7319/30,[O iii℄ 4959, 5007, [N ii℄ 6548/84, and [S ii℄ 6716/31, exhibita broad omponent resulting in extended wings. In the aseof region A, the narrow omponents of these emission linesare split into two veloity omponents (denoted as V1 andV2). Both spetra show little or no stellar absorption in theBalmer lines. Metal lines due to an older population of starsare also absent and imply that regions A and B onsist of ayoung population of stars with very similar ages. An analysisof the nebular lines is presented in Setion 5.Regarding stellar features, we on�rm the observationsmade by Shaerer et al., deteting broad WR emissions inknot A at λ4640 (the blue bump) and λ5808 (the yellowbump), see Figs. 7 and 9. The blue bump is a blend of neb-ular [Fe iii℄ 4658 and stellar Nv 4620, N iii 4640, C iii /C iv
λ4650/58 and He ii 4686, suggesting the presene of bothearly (WNE) and late-type (WNL) nitrogen-rih WR stars.The equivalent width of the blue bump is ≈ 11Å, with λ4686ontributing ≈ 3Å. We also detet broad (FWHM ∼ 80 Å)C iv 5808 emission from WC stars with an equivalent widthof ∼ 12 Å.In region B only nebular lines of [Fe iii℄ 4658, 4701,[Ar iv℄ 4711/40 and He i 4713 are present in the region ofthe blue bump, see Fig. 6b. No broad WR emission is seen.

Again, we detet the presene of nebular He ii 4686. Thewidth of He ii 4686 emission is omparable to that of [Fe iii℄and [Ar iv℄ , f 0.6 ± 0.2 and 0.7 ± 0.1Å, respetively. Theorigin of this nebular He ii 4686 emission is disussed inSetion 7.4 PROPERTIES OF THE KNOTS AND THEIRIONIZING CLUSTERSIn this setion we derive the ages and extintion towardsknots A and B and their ionizing lusters A1�4 and B1 usingstellar (Setion 4.1) and nebular (Setion 4.2) diagnostisin the UV and optial respetively. Cluster sizes for A1�4,B1, C1 and C2 are also derived from the UV STIS imagein Setion 4.1.1. Note that no age or extintion estimatesan be made for C1 and C2 sine no spetrosopi data isavailable for these lusters.4.1 UV derived luster properties4.1.1 SizesCluster sizes were determined from the STIS UV image usingthe ishape routine of Larsen (1999). The routine omparesthe observed luster pro�le with PSF-onvolved analytialfuntions that model the surfae brightness of the lusters.The best-�tting funtion, determined by the χ2 results, thengives the e�etive radii Reff , or half light radius for eahluster. A orretion for the true e�etive radii for elliptialpro�les Reff,ell, as given by equation 11 of the ishape user'sguide, is made.We hoose to model our lusters using King (1962) pro-�les for di�erent onentration parameters c � where c isde�ned as the ratio of the tidal radius rt to the ore radius
rc and takes values of 15, 30 and 100 � and moffat pro-�les for di�erent power indies α, where α equals 1.5 or 2.5(moffat15 or moffat25). Various �tting radii were used,ranging from a minimum radius that is set equal to the ap-proximate size of the luster to a maximum radius that isset to be the furthest one an move from the luster with-out bakground ontamination from a nearby soure. Theresults of the models giving the most internally onsistentFWHM and best χ2 statistis are shown in Table 2. All thelusters appear to be very ompat, with half light radii . 3p and sizes typial of SSCs (Larsen 2004).4.1.2 AgesWe adopt the method of Chandar, Leitherer & Tremonti(2004) for determining the ages of our lusters by �rstorreting the STIS UV spetra for Galati foregroundextintion. We use the Seaton (1979) Galati law foran E(B-V )gal = 0.066 mag (Shlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis1998). We then normalise the spetra and ompare them tothe model data output of Starburst99 v5.0 (Leitherer et al.1999) saled from a 106 M⊙ instantaneous burst with a 0.1�100 M⊙ Kroupa (2001) IMF.Based on our abundane determinations made in Se-tion 5.2, an LMC metalliity was assumed. UV O starspetra shortward of λ 61600Å are taken from tem-plate stars in the Large and Small Magellani Clouds 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22
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Figure 7. Veloity orreted UVES+VLT spetra of Tol 89-A overing the spetral range of 3600�7400 Å. In eah panel the spetra aresaled to arbitrary �ux values to show the detail in the spetra. The unsaled spetra are plotted to show the relative line intensities ofthe strongest emission lines. The veloity splitting in the strongest emission lines an be seen. The blue and yellow WR bumps are alsoindiated. 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22
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Figure 8. Veloity orreted UVES+VLT spetra of Tol 89-B overing the spetral range of 3600�7400 Å. In eah panel the spetra aresaled to arbitrary �ux values to show the detail in the spetra. The unsaled spetra are plotted to show the relative line intensities ofthe strongest emission lines.  2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



The massive star population in Tol89 9Table 2. Results of the best-�tting analytial pro�les giving the most internally onsistent χ2 statistis and FWHM for lusters A1�4,C1 and C2 seen in the UV STIS image. The FWHM and minor-to-major axis ratios are averages of between 4�6 measurements overdi�erent �tting radii. Cluster Model FWHM minor Reff Reff,ell Reff,ell Reff,ell(pix) major (pix) (pix) (′′) (p)A1 moffat25 2.4 0.79 1.63 1.46 0.036 2.6A2 King15 2.4 0.73 1.69 1.46 0.036 2.6A3 moffat25 2.8 0.75 1.92 1.68 0.041 3.0A4 King15 1.0 0.76 1.05 0.92 0.023 1.6C1 moffat25 2.5 0.51 1.67 1.26 0.031 2.2C2 moffat25 2.0 0.71 1.37 1.17 0.029 2.1

Figure 9. Veloity orreted UVES+VLT spetra showing theblue (top) and yellow (bottom) WR bumps in Tol 89-A. Theblue bump is a blend of nebular [Fe iii℄ 4658 and stellar Nv 4620N iii4640, C iii /C iv λ4650/58 and He ii 4686 � indiating thepresene of both early (WNE) and late-type (WNL) nitrogen rihWolf�Rayet stars. The yellow bump is due to C iv emission fromthe strong stellar winds of WC4�5 stars.(Leitherer et al. 2001). All other empirial data are fromspetral types at solar metalliity, i.e. the atlases ofRobert, Leitherer & Hekman (1993) for WR stars andde Mello, Leitherer & Hekman (2000) for B stars.In Fig. 10 we show the best-�tting models for lustersA1 and A2. We an see in the ase of A1 that we are able toreprodue well the strengths of the Si iv 1400 and C iv 1550O-star P-Cygni pro�les, enabling us to onstrain the age to
4.5±0.5 Myr. For A2 we determine a similar age of 5±1 Myr.The unertainty is larger sine we rely solely on the �t toSi iv 1400. This is due to the fat that the Starburst99 mod-els fail to reprodue the C iv 1550 feature, whose strengthimplies a signi�ant ontribution from WC stars in A2; un-like in A1 where the �t to C iv 1550 is exellent. The WRspetral synthesis in the UV is rudimentary beause it relies

on solar metalliity spetra of a few WR stars. Until detailedWR spetral synthesis is available for the UV wavelengthrange, it is di�ult to draw any quantitative onlusionson the WR ontent of regions A1 and A2 from Starburst99modelling alone. Our derived ages for A1 and A2 are onsis-tent with the 4±1 Myr determined by Chandar et al. (2004)for their extration of Tol 89-1 (= our A1 + A2).Our age estimates for A3, A4 and B1 are somewhatmore unertain given the poorer S/N of the spetra; we ob-tain approximate ages of 3.0�5.5 Myr for A3 and A4 and
< 3 Myr for B1 from the model �ts. The age estimate forA4 is espeially unertain, due to the weakness of Si iv , withmid-WN stars ontributing to the C iv pro�le, suh thatStarburst99 modelling is inadequate. We suspet that A4has an age of ∼3 Myr, given its similarity to mid-WN starsobserved in young massive lusters (Setion 6.1.2).Given the age of luster A3 one would also expet WRstars to be present. Whilst WC stars do not appear to bepresent from the observed CIV 1550 pro�le, weak HeII 1640from WN stars is not exluded given the observed low S/Nfor this region. The presene of WN stars in A4 is disussedin Setion 7.4.1.3 ExtintionFrom the best-�tting age models we determine an estimatefor the internal reddening E(B-V )int towards eah lusterby dereddening the Galati foreground extintion-orretedluster spetra to math the slope of the best �tting Star-burst99 model. The �t is performed over the wavelengthrange of 1240�1600 Å and the models normalised to maththe ontinuum either side of C iv 1550. We adopted the stel-lar LMC extintion law of Howarth (1983) to deredden ourUV spetra in favour of the Calzetti et al. (2000) starburstobsuration law used by Chandar et al. (2004). The latter ismore appropriate for unresolved star forming galaxies thanfor e�etive point soures, suh as is the ase for Tol 89�A1and A2. Similar onlusions were reahed for NGC3125�A1by Had�eld & Crowther (2006).The following internal reddening values are obtainedfor A1 and A2 respetively: 0.09 ± 0.02 and 0.08 ± 0.02mag. This is equivalent to ≈ 1.0 ± 0.2 and 0.9 ± 0.2 magsof internal extintion at λ1500 (A1500) for the Howarth(1983) LMC reddening law. Although our reddening esti-mates are in agreement with the value of 0.08 mag obtainedby Chandar et al., the extintion at λ1550 obtained here isapproximately twie that obtained using the Calzetti et al. 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22
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Figure 10. The reti�ed FUV spetra (solid blak line) of lus-ters A1 (top) and A2 (bottom) shown with the best-�tting (age)Starburst99, LMC models (dotted line). The STIS spetra havebeen smoothed for larity and veloity orreted.starburst obsuration law; for whih A1500 = 0.4 mag forE(B-V )int= 0.08 mag. For regions A3, A4 and B1 we obtainE(B-V )int of 0.10 ± 0.03, 0.08 ± 0.03 and 0.17 ± 0.03 mag,or A1500 ≈ 1.1 ± 0.3, 0.9 ± 0.3 and 1.8 ± 0.3 mag respe-tively. Again, using the Calzetti et al. law the extintion at
λ1500 is approximately half that obtained using the LMClaw (Howarth 1983).4.2 Optially derived knot properties4.2.1 AgesEstimates for the ages of knots A and B were determinedfrom the UVES spetra by omparing the equivalent widthsof nebular Hβ emission to Starburst99 preditions. Weobtain equivalent widths of 55 and 295 Å for A and Brespetively. For an instantaneous burst of LMC metal-liity and a 0.1�100 M⊙ Kroupa IMF, this orrespondsto ages of ∼4.5 and 2.5 Myr; assuming that all hydro-gen ionising photons are absorbed within the Hii region.Shaerer, Contini & Kunth (1999) determine an age of 4.5�5.0 Myr for Tol 89 by omparing their measured Hβ equiva-lent widths with standard, SMC population synthesis mod-els. The ages of the knots derived from the EW (Hβ) are inexellent agreement with the luster ages derived in Se-tion 4.1.2. The average luster age in knot A (A1�4) is
≈ 4.5 ± 1.0 Myr, whih is in exellent agreement with the4.5 Myr determined for Tol 89-A. An age < 3 Myr is derivedfor B1, whih is also in good agreement with the < 2.5 Myrderived for Tol 89-B.

4.2.2 ExtintionIn the optial, the total extintion E(B-V )tot2 is determinedfrom the Balmer line derement. For both the STIS andUVES data we use only the Hα and Hβ line �uxes to deter-mine the extintion for the following reasons. In the STISdata, the higher order Balmer lines of Hγ and Hδ are veryweak and thus are not reliable indiators of E(B-V )tot. Inthe UVES data we observe little to no underlying stellar ab-sorption. After orretion for galati foreground extintionwe determine an internal reddening value for knot A whih isonsistent with there being zero reddening. The low extin-tion towards knot A is surprising given it's young age (∼ 4.5Myr) and suggests that lusters very quikly disperse theirnatal louds within a few Myr. For knot B, we obtain aninternal reddening value E(B-V )int of ∼ 0.24 from both theSTIS and the VLT spetra. We therefore adopt the follow-ing (total) reddening values for knots A and B of 0.07±0.01and 0.29 ± 0.03 mag respetively. Previous determinationsof the average reddening over the Tol 89 omplex lie withinthe bounds of our estimates, f 0.12 (Terlevih et al. 1991:
C(Hβ) = 0.18) and 0.20 (Durret et al. 1985).5 NEBULAR PROPERTIES OF THE KNOTSLine �uxes and equivalent widths for nebular lines were de-termined using the elf (emission line �tting) and ew (equiv-alent width) routines within the starlink pakage dipso.Fluxes were measured by Gaussian �tting, allowing for lineentres and widths to vary freely � exept when �tting dou-blets, in whih ase widths and relative line entres were on-strained. The observed and intrinsi line �uxes normalisedto Hβ = 100 are listed in Table 3.We �nd that the strongest nebular emission lines areomposed of a narrow and a broad omponent, both entredat similar veloities. In addition for knot A, we detet linesplitting in the narrow omponent with a separation betweenthe blue (V1) and red (V2) omponents of 48 ± 1 km s−1.The FWHMs of the broad and narrow omponents are forknot A: 111 ± 2, 32 ± 2 (blue omponent), 41 ± 2 km s−1(red omponent), and 71± 2, 27± 2 km s−1 for knot B. Themultiple omponents are seen in the following emission lines:Hα, Hβ, [O ii℄ λλ 3726/29, λλ 7319/30, [O iii℄λλ 4959, 5007,[N ii℄λλ 6548/84, and [S ii℄λλ 6717/31. In lines with poorerS/N no broad or veloity-split omponents are deteted.In Fig. 11 we show, as an example, the [S ii℄ λλ 6716/31emission seen in A (top) and B (bottom) with the best-�ttingGaussians superimposed. The broad omponents aount fora signi�ant fration of the total line �ux (31 and 50 per entfor A and B respetively). The broad omponents are sym-metrial with respet to the mean veloities of the narrowomponents and have the same entral veloities for bothA and B, suggesting a ommon origin. The only apparentdi�erene between the broad omponents in the A and Bspetra is in the line width (111 vs. 71 km s−1).Mean helioentri radial veloities for A and B weredetermined by averaging the veloities of all the Gaussian
2 Here we de�ne E(B-V )tot to be the Galati foreground on-tribution E(B-V )gal (0.066 mag; Shlegel et al. 1998) plus theinternal ontribution, E(B-V )int. 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



The massive star population in Tol89 11Table 3. Observed (Fλ) and intrinsi (Iλ) nebular line �uxesfor knots A and B relative to Hβ = 100, and equivalent widths,Wλ, of WR emission lines seen in knot A. No WR emissions aredeteted in knot B. A B
λ0 Ion Fλ Iλ Fλ IλNebular Emission Lines3726 [O ii℄ 73.92 78.23 39.34 50.463729 [O ii℄ 101.20 107.10 51.43 65.933869 [Ne iii℄ 26.33 27.70 27.95 34.953967 [Ne iii℄ 6.63 6.94 7.25 8.904026 He i 1.81 1.90 1.50 1.814069 [S ii℄ 0.74 0.77 0.71 0.854076 [S ii℄ ... ... 0.18 0.214102 Hδ 22.49 23.41 22.08 26.344121 He i ... ... 0.18 0.224144 He i ... ... 0.18 0.214341 Hγ 48.87 50.25 41.84 47.314363 [O iii℄ 2.28 2.34 2.60 2.924471 He i 3.22 3.29 3.40 3.734658 [Fe iii℄ 0.68 0.68 0.57 0.604686 He ii ... ... 0.12 0.124702 [Fe iii℄ ... ... 0.10 0.104711 [Ar iv℄ 0.50 0.51 0.22 0.234713 He i ... ... 0.45 0.464740 [Ar iv℄ 0.32 0.33 0.24 0.254959 [O iii℄ 121.40 120.80 166.40 162.505007 [O iii℄ 363.20 360.30 498.50 481.505016 He i 2.18 2.16 2.06 1.995048 He i ... ... 0.11 0.105518 [Cl iii℄ 0.52 0.50 0.49 0.425538 [Cl iii℄ 0.41 0.39 0.31 0.265755 [N ii℄ ... ... 0.46 0.385876 He i 11.60 11.07 15.07 12.246300 [O i℄ 1.85 1.74 1.71 1.306312 [S iii℄ 1.42 1.33 2.02 1.546364 [O i℄ 0.22 0.21 0.53 0.406548 [N ii℄ 4.53 4.23 5.42 3.986563 Hα 290.20 270.40 390.50 286.306583 [N ii℄ 14.91 13.88 17.26 12.626678 He i 3.09 2.87 4.80 3.476716 [S ii℄ 13.29 12.33 16.31 11.716731 [S ii℄ 9.97 9.24 12.80 9.187065 He i 2.44 2.24 4.29 2.957136 [Ar iii℄ 8.99 8.24 16.24 11.067281 He i 0.52 0.47 0.91 0.617319 [O ii℄ 1.56 1.42 0.79 0.527331 [O ii℄ 0.84 0.76 1.19 0.799069 [S iii℄ 27.70 24.35 56.23 31.909531 [S iii℄ 97.78 85.32 199.60 109.70
log Hβ �13.32 �13.23 �12.86 �12.43E(B-V )tot 0.07 0.29Broad WR Emission Lines in Region AIλ (10−15ergs s−1) Wλ (Å)Nvλ4606, 4619 3.6±0.6 2.2±0.4N iiiλ4634�41 2.1±0.6 1.2±0.4C iii /C ivλ4650/58 3.4±0.4 2.1±0.2He iiλ4686 3.9±0.4 2.6±0.3C ivλ5808 5.9±1.4 11.8±0.7

Figure 11. UVES spetra of knots A (top) and B (bottom)in the spetral range of the [S ii℄ 6716, 6731 doublet showingthe multiple Gaussian omponent �ts to the line pro�les. Thebroad (long�dash), narrow (short�dash) and summed omponents(dotted line) are plotted. In region A, the two narrow veloityomponents, V1 (short-dashed) and V2 (dash�dot�dot�dot line)an be seen. The entral veloities of the Gaussian �ts are givenin eah plot.omponents (broad and narrow) �t to the emission lines ineah region and are found to be 1241±2 and 1234±2 km s−1respetively. These results are onsistent with the values re-ported in the literature: 1232 ± 51 (Durret et al. 1985) and
1226 ± 11 km s−1 (Shaerer et al. 1999).Overall, we �nd that knots A and B have similar velo-ities, di�ering by 7 km s−1, and thus are part of the samestar-forming omplex. For A, we see veloity splitting, sug-gesting that the winds from the lusters have swept up thesurrounding interstellar gas into a shell whih is urrently ex-panding at 24 km s−1. For B, we see no line splitting whihis in aord with its younger age. We also detet a broadomponent whih appears to be ommon to both regions Aand B. The maximum width of these features orrespondingto the full width at zero intensity (FWZI) is 1140 and 940km s−1 for A and B; this suggests that the two knots ontaingas with veloities up to ∼ 450�600 km s−1. We onsider theorigin of this high veloity omponent in Set. 7.5.1 Eletron densities and temperaturesEletron densities Ne, and temperatures Te, were deter-mined using the diagnosti line ratios listed in Table 4.The individual broad and narrow veloity omponents weresummed in our alulation of Ne and Te due to the fatthat no broad or veloity shifted omponents were detetedfor the weaker, poorer S/N, temperature-sensitive diagnostilines (λλ4069, 4076, 4363 and 5755). We note that the ratios 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



12 F. Sidoli et al.of the line �uxes for the broad and narrow omponents in[S ii℄ are idential (see Fig. 11) suggesting that they havesimilar eletron densities.Eletron densities were alulated assuming a onstant
Te of 10 000 K. Sine [O ii℄ and [S ii℄ give onsistent Ne (seeTable 4) we take the average of the two to be representativeof the densities in Tol 89-A and B. We �nd Ne of ≈ 90 ± 40and ≈ 150± 40 m−3 respetively. [Ar iv℄ and [Cl iii℄ probedenser regions of gas and thus give higher Ne estimates.Re�ned estimates for the eletron temperatures were thendetermined using the average Ne determined from O+ andS+ above. Using the most onsistent Te between the di�erentdiagnosti line ratios, we derive the following `average' Te of
≈ 10 000 ± 300 K for A; negleting T (S+) due to its largeunertainty.For region B we derive a value of 9 800 ± 300 K. Weexlude the large Te derived from N+ and O+ beausein moderate to high-exitation Hii regions the [N ii℄ 5755and [O ii℄ 7330 lines an be exited by the reombination ofN2+ and O2+ in the higher-exitations zones (Rubin 1986;Liu et al. 2000), thus leading to higher eletron tempera-tures (see Table 4).5.2 AbundanesIoni abundanes were alulated using the average Ne and
Te determined in Setion 5.1 (see Table 4). To determinetotal abundanes we adopt the following expressions givenby Eqn. 1; where the ionisation orretion fators (ICF) forN, S and Ar are as de�ned in equations 15, 18 and 19, re-spetively, of Izotov, Thuan & Lipovetsky (1994).
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H+ (1)We derive 12+log(O/H) for knots A and B respetivelyof 8.27 and 8.38 whih are in good agreement with the valueof 8.32 derived by Shaerer et al. (1999); while Durret et al.(1985) derive a muh lower oxygen ontent of 8.03. Oxy-gen and sulphur abundanes are very similar to those ofthe LMC (Russell & Dopita 1990), suh that hereafter weassume an LMC metalliity for Tol 89, although nitrogenand argon abundanes are somewhat lower. With respetto 30 Dor (Peimbert 2003), knots A and B are moderatelydepleted by 0.25�0.5 dex.6 MASSIVE STAR POPULATIONIn the following setion we examine the massive star popu-lation in Tol 89, applying both empirial and synthesis teh-niques in the optial and the UV.

Table 4. Derived physial properties and abundanes from theUVES spetra of Tol 89 for knots A and B. A omparison is madewith the abundanes derived for the LMC (Russell & Dopita1990) and 30Dor (Peimbert 2003).Diagnosti KnotLine Ratio A B LMCa 30DorbDensity Ne(m−3)[O ii℄λ3726/λ3729 90+40
−50 140 ± 30[S ii℄λ6731/λ6716 100 ± 30 150 ± 50[Ar iv℄λ4740/λ4711 ... 4300+2000

−1800[Cl iii℄λ5537/λ5517 510�1450 ...Temperature Te(K)[N ii℄λ5755/λ6584 ... 14800±400[O ii℄λ7330/λ3726 9900±200 13100±400[S ii℄λ4068/λ6717 9400±900 10000±500[O iii℄λ4363/λ5007 10000±500 9800±100[S iii℄λ6312/λ9069 10000±200 9500±100Average
Ne(m−3) 90 ± 40 150 ± 40
Te(K) 10000±300 9800±300AbundanesO+/H+(x104) 0.68±0.09 0.49±0.06O2+/H+(x104) 1.21±0.17 1.91±0.17O/H(x104) 1.88±0.36 2.40±0.3512+log(O/H) 8.27+0.08

−0.09 8.38+0.06
−0.07 8.37 8.50 ± 0.02S+/H+(x106) 0.46±0.03 0.51±0.04S2+/H+(x106) 2.94±0.15 4.23±0.23ICF(S) 1.28 1.57S/H(x106) 4.37±0.36 7.47±0.6612+log(S/H) 6.74+0.03

−0.04
6.87±0.04 6.87 6.99 ± 0.10N+/H+(x106) 1.97±0.13 2.10±0.15ICF(N) 2.78 4.92N/H(x106) 5.47±0.37 10.30±0.7312+log(N/H) 6.74±0.03 7.01±0.03 7.07 7.21 ± 0.08Ar2+/H+(x107) 7.19±0.36 6.67±0.51Ar3+/H+(x107) 0.63±0.11 0.56±0.07ICF(Ar) 1.14 1.04Ar/H(x107) 8.91±1.46 7.52±1.0212+log(Ar/H) 5.95+0.07

−0.09 5.88+0.06
−0.07 6.07 6.26 ± 0.10

a Values taken from Russell & Dopita (1990).
b Values taken from Peimbert (2003) adopting t2 = 0.033.6.1 Empirial tehnique: line luminosities6.1.1 Determining the dominant WR subtypesEmpirially, the WR population is estimated from av-erage line luminosities of WR stars and is thus depen-dent on the dominant subtypes assumed to be present(Shaerer & Vaa 1998).For WN stars we use the line width of He ii 1640 inthe UV as the main disriminator of subtype, sine itan be attributed almost entirely to WN stars; in op-tial low resolution data, λ4686 is blended with nebu-lar emission lines ([Fe iii℄ and [Ar iv℄ ) or with other WNand WC line omponents (e.g. N iii 4634�41 and C iii /C iv
λ4650/58). Using the generi LMC UV spetra presented in 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22
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Figure 12. Plots showing the �ts to He ii 1640 for lusters A1 (left panel), A2 (entre panel) and A4 (right panel) using the generiLMC UV spetra presented in Crowther & Had�eld (2006) of early (top), mid (middle) and late-type (bottom) WNs.Crowther & Had�eld (2006; hereafter CH06) of early, midand late WNs we reprodue the line morphology of He ii 1640in A1, A2 and A4 (see Setion 6.1.2).In Fig. 12 we show the �ts obtained to He ii 1640. Theapparently good �t from the late-type templates is dueto the poorer resolution of the template spetra in whihthe apparent He ii 1640 line width is due to blending withFe iv 1632. A dominant late-type population an be exludedsine λ1632, if present, would be separated from λ1640 atthe resolution of the STIS UV spetra (3.1 Å). Although adominant population of mid-type WNs annot be ruled outentirely, the width of the template line pro�le is narrowerthan observed in either A1 or A2. We therefore onludethat the dominant WN population in A1 and A2 is early-type from the �t to He ii 16403 . For luster A4 an exellent�t to the He ii 1640 line pro�le is obtained using the mid-type templates (see middle right panel of Fig. 12) and wetherefore onlude that WN5�6 stars dominate in A4.In ontrast, for WC stars we use the optial wavelengthregime to determine the main subtype beause C iv 5808 anbe attributed solely to WC stars, whilst C iv 1550 su�ersfrom ontamination by O and WN stars. From the preseneof λ5808, and the absene of C iii 5696 emission, we onludethat WC4�5 stars are the dominant subtype. This is sup-ported by omparisons of our measurement of the FWHMof the λ5808 feature (∼ 80 ± 10 Å) with those made byCrowther et al. (1998). We also infer that WC stars aresolely present in luster A2 from the strength of C iv 1550relative to He ii 1640 in the ultraviolet. In summary, we as-
3 A signi�ant ontribution to the He ii 1640 emission line �uxin A2 omes from WC stars and thus the width of λ1640 is lessreliable as a disriminator of subtype in this ase.

sume that early WN (WN2�4) and WC (WC4) stars dom-inate the WR populations of A1 and A2, with WC4 starsabsent in A1, while in A4 we assume that mid WN(WN5�6)stars dominate.6.1.2 Estimating the number of WR starsUV: We estimate the WR populations of A1, A2 and A4by saling the generi LMC UV spetra presented in CH06to math the intrinsi line morphologies of He ii 1640 andC iv 1550, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13. A omparison of thistehnique versus simple line �ux measurements is given inCH06.For luster A1 we estimate an early WN ontent of 80stars, with WC stars absent. For A2, we estimate the WRontent by simultaneously �tting C iv 1550 and He ii 1640until the strength of He ii 1640 is reprodued, although weantiipate under-prediting C iv 1550 emission sine O starswill also ontribute to this line (reall Fig. 10). We esti-mate 10 early WN stars plus ∼25 early WC stars in A2.Remarkably, in luster A4 we have been able to detet justthree mid WN stars despite the large distane of 14.7 Mpto Tol 89, whih is testament to the dominane of WR starsin integrated (luster/galaxy) spetra at UV wavelengths.To permit diret omparisons with the WR populations in-ferred from the optial UVES spetra of knot A, we sumthe individual WR numbers in A1 and A2, as indiated inTable 5; we do not inlude the three WN5�6 stars derivedfor luster A4 sine these will not ontribute signi�antly tothe optial blue bump whih we attribute entirely to WN2�4stars.Previously, Chandar et al. (2004) derive a value of
95 ± 68 late-type WN stars based on the their de-reddened 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



14 F. Sidoli et al.Table 5. WR ontent of Tol 89-A derived using the averageLMC template WR spetra and line luminosities (erg s−1) ofCrowther & Had�eld (2006).Diagnosti Line A1 A2 A4 ALine LuminosityOptialN(WN2�4) λ4686 8.4×1035 ... ... ... 100N(WC4) λ5808 3.3×1036 ... ... ... 45N(WR) ... ... ... 145N(WC)/N(WN) ... ... ... 0.5UVN(WN2�4) λ1640 8.4×1036 80 10 ... 90N(WN5�6) λ1640 1.7×1037 ... ... 3 3N(WC4) λ1550 2.0×1037 ... 25 ... 25N(WR) 80 35 3 118N(WC)/N(WN) ... 2.5 ... 0.3He ii 1640 line �ux for Tol 89�1 (whih inludes our lustersA1 and A2) and on the average He ii 1640 line luminosity ofa WNL star taken from SV98 (L1640 = 1.2 × 1037 ergs s−1).From the line luminosity of λ1640 given in their table 3,this equates to ∼ 130 early WN stars using the CH06 LMCline luminosity for WN2�4 stars, a fator of 1.3 times largerthan our estimate of ∼ 100. We have measured the observedHe ii line �ux from the spetrum of Chandar et al. (2004),kindly made available to us by the author, and have mea-sured an observed �ux that is in agreement with the sum ofthe observed �uxes in A1 and A2. Using the LMC templatespetra of CH06, we derive an early WN ontent of ∼ 90 inagreement with the results obtained for the sum of A1 andA2. Thus, we attribute this di�erene in WN numbers (f
∼ 100 and 130) to the di�erent hoie of extintion laws andtehniques adopted.Optial: Applying the same tehniques in the optial, weestimate the number of WR stars from �ts to He ii 4686(WN+WC) and C iv 5808 (WC) seen in knot A. Reall, nobroad WR emission features are deteted in knot B. SineWC stars are known to ontribute to the strength of λ4686,we begin by �rst estimating the number of WC stars respon-sible for the yellow bump (λ5808), so that their ontributionto λ4686 an �rst be taken into aount.The results of our optial �tting proedure are shown inFig. 14. From the �t to C iv 5808 (top panel, dashed line) weestimate a population of 45 early WC stars (f 25 from theUV). Although the early-type empirial �t does not givethe best math to λ4686, a dominant population of mid-type WNs an be ruled out from the absene of N iv 4058,while the UV exludes a late-type dominant population fromthe absene of Fe iv 1632 emission. Taking into aount the45 early WC stars determined from C iv 5808, we derive apopulation of 100 early-type WN stars, whih is in goodagreement with the results obtained from the UV (f 90WNE for A1+A2), as shown in Table 5.In summary, our UV and optial WR diagnostis giveonsistent populations of WN stars, plus reasonable agree-ment for WC stars. For Tol 89-A (whih enompasses A1�4),our derived WR ontent of ∼ 95 WNE and ∼ 35 WCE stars

Figure 13. Plot showing the �t to C iv1550 for luster A2 usingthe generi LMC UV spetra presented in Crowther & Had�eld(2006) for a mixed population of early-type WN2�4 and WC4stars.indiates N(WC)/N(WN) ∼ 0.4 (f ∼0.6; Shaerer et al.1999).6.1.3 Estimating the number of O starsO-star numbers were derived following the methods outlinedin Shaerer & Vaa 1998 (hereafter SV98) using the ob-served line luminosity of Hβ, whih gives Qobs
0 � the totalnumber of hydrogen ionising photons. Qobs

0 is then relatedto the total number of ionising O stars N(O) for a givensubtype (typially O7V) using Eqn. 2; where the ionisingontribution from a population of WR stars is taken intoaount:
N(O) =

Qobs
0 − N(WN)QWN

0 − N(WC)QWC
0

η0(t)QO7V
0

, (2)and where QO7V
0 is the Lyman ontinuum �ux of an indi-vidual O7V star and η0(t) represents the IMF-averaged ion-ising Lyman ontinuum luminosity of a ZAMS populationnormalised to the output of one equivalent O7V star (Vaa1994). N(WN) and N(WC) are the number of WN and WCstars respetively.From the line luminosities of Hβ given in Table 6 wederive the following Qobs

0 values of ∼ 320 and ∼ 2000 ×

1049 s−1 for knots A and B, respetively. The sum of theseis ∼ 3 times that obtained by Shaerer et al. (1999) whoderived a Qobs
0 value of 708×1049 s−1 for the Tol 89 omplex.This is likely due to the di�erent hoie in slit width (1.′′6)and PA (39◦) (f Table 1).Values of η0(t) are taken from the instantaneous burstmodels of SV98 (see their �g. 21) for the ages given by theequivalent width of Hβ obtained in Setion 4.2.1. We adopt

η0(t) values of 0.25 and 0.9 for knots A and B respetively(see Table 6). From a alibration of line blanketed Gala-ti O star models, log Q0(O7V) = 48.75 s−1 (Martins et al.2005). Reent studies of Magellani Cloud O stars indiate
∼2�4 kK higher temperatures than their Galati ounter-parts (Massey et al. 2005; Heap et al. 2006). Consequently,we adopt log Q0(O7V) = 48.9 s−1 at LMC metalliity(Had�eld & Crowther 2006). For typial LMC early WNand early WC star populations we adopt log Q0 values of49.0 (Crowther & Smith 1996) and 49.4 (Crowther et al.2002), respetively.  2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22
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Figure 14. Plots showing the results of our line pro�le �tting.Top: Fit to the C iv 5808 feature using 45 LMCWC4 stars (dashedline). 2nd: Plot showing the individual ontributions from 100early-type WNs (dot-dashed line) and 45 early type WCs (dashedline) to the blue bump. The sum of the individual omponentsis shown as the solid line. 3rd: As for panel 2 but showing theindividual ontributions from 45 mid-type WNs (dot-dashed line).Bottom: As for panel 2 but showing the individual ontributionsfrom 95 late-type WNs (dot-dashed line). The UVES spetra havebeen binned for larity, ontinuum subtrated and veloity andextintion orreted.For knot A we derive N(O)∼ 690 from nebular Hβemission, assuming a ontribution from 95 WNE and 35WCE stars giving N(WR)/N(O) ∼ 0.2 (see Table 6). Forregion B we derive a ontent of ∼ 2800 O stars from
Qobs

0 ∼ 2000×1049 s−1 and η0(t) determined from the SV98models (see their �g. 21). This is about a fator two smallerthan the value obtained by Johnson et al. using radio diag-nostis (∼ 3800 × 1049s−1, given a distane of 14.7Mpfor H0 =75 km s−1Mp−1; Shaerer et al.). We expet thatthe disrepany between our derived value of Qobs
0 with thatof Johnson et al. is due to the fat that radio observationsprobe deeper into the star-forming region, thus detetingmassive stars that are otherwise obsured at optial wave-lengths.

Table 6. Nebular derived O star ontent for Tol 89-A and B basedon the line luminosity and equivalent width of Hβ: L(Hβ) andW(Hβ) respetively. The Hβ line �uxes (Fλ and Iλ) are in unitsof ergs s−1 m−2. Line luminosities are derived based on D= 14.7Mp and are in units of ergs s−1. The WR numbers for Tol 89-Aare averages of UV and optial empirial alibrations from Ta-ble 5, whilst WR stars are not seen in Tol 89-B.Region A BF(Hβ) 4.7 × 10−14 1.4 × 10−13I(Hβ) 5.9 × 10−14 3.7 × 10−13L(Hβ) 1.5 × 1039 9.5 × 1039

W (Hβ)[Å℄ 55 295Age (Myr) 4.5 2.5
Qobs

0 3.2 × 1051 2.0 × 1052

QO7V
0 8.0 × 1048 8.0 × 1048

QWN
0 1.0 × 1049

QWC
0 2.5 × 1049

η0(t) 0.25 0.9
NWN 95 ...
NWC 35 ...
NO 685 2780WR/O 0.2 ...6.2 Synthesis tehnique: Starburst99 modellingIn this setion we ompare the observed optial UVESspetrum of Tol 89-A and B to model preditions om-puted using the evolutionary synthesis ode Starburst99 v5.0(Leitherer et al. 1999). The ode is an improved version ofStarburst99, inorporating both a new set of evolutionarytraks from the Padova group for old and low-mass stars(Vázquez & Leitherer 2005), as well as a high-resolution (0.3Å) optial spetral library (exludingWR stars) overing thefull HRD (Martins et al. 2005).We have implemented optial WR spetral line synthe-sis into Starburst99 by inorporating the high resolution (0.3Å) University College London (UCL) grids of expanding,non-LTE, line-blanketed model atmospheres for WR stars(Smith, Norris & Crowther 2002). The UCL models havebeen alulated for the �ve metalliities represented in Star-burst99 (0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 1 and 2 Z⊙) using the mfgen odeof Hillier & Miller (1998). The WR grids assume mass-losssales with metalliity (Ṁ −Z) and replae the pure helium,unblanketed, WR models of Shmutz et al. (1992). Here-after, we refer to the omputed models as the `SB99+UCL'models.6.2.1 Model parametersThree models were alulated for an assumed 106 M⊙ in-stantaneous burst between 0 and 8 Myr for a 0.1�100 M⊙Kroupa IMF. We hoose to use the Geneva group solar andLMC metalliity stellar evolutionary traks with enhanedmass-loss rates (Meynet et al. 1994). For the LMC metalli-ity traks we use both the solar and LMC WR model atmo-spheres to test the e�ets of Ṁ − Z saling (i.e. the defaultsaling with Ṁ is turned o�). We adopt the Geneva evolu-tionary traks over those of the Padova group (Girardi et al.2000, and referenes therein) due to the better treatment ofassigning WR atmospheri models to the evolutionary traks(see Vázquez & Leitherer 2005). 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



16 F. Sidoli et al.6.2.2 OptialThe massive star ontent of Tol 89 is obtained by salingthe best-�tting SB99+UCL models to math the ontinuum�ux of the dereddened spetrum over the wavelength rangeof 3000�7000 Å.The observed spetrum is �rst orreted for foregroundgalati extintion and the neessary amount of internal ex-tintion is then applied to the observed data to math theslope of the best-�tting model, whih is adjusted to maththe optial ontinuum �ux of the dereddened observed data.This saling, along with the massive star ontent alulatedby Starburst99 for our best-�tting (age) model, then givesthe mass of the burst event, and thus the massive star pop-ulation. The predited N(WR)/N(O) and N(WC)/N(WN)number ratios alulated by Starburst99 are, of ourse, un-hanged by this mass-saling. The results of the �tting pro-edure are given in Table 7.In Fig. 15 we show the best-�tting (age) SB99+UCLsyntheti spetra to the blue bump in Tol 89-A for eah ofour models. The ages derived are slightly younger than the
∼ 4.5 Myr derived in Setion 4.2.1, f 4.0 ± 0.5 (solar) and3.5�4.0 Myr (LMC). We an see that the best-�tting modelto the blue WR bump, and to He ii 4686 in partiular, isobtained for a 4 Myr solar model; although the solar modeldoes not give the best �t to the overall ontinuum shape.While the LMC models do give a better �t to the ontin-uum, they fail to predit the strength of He ii 4686, even with
Ṁ − Z saling for WR stars swithed o�. This result is notentirely unexpeted sine the initial mass for WR formationinreases with dereasing metalliity (Meynet et al. 1994)and therefore we expet fewer WR stars to form for a givenIMF. In neither of the models is the strength of Nv 4620mathed, although all provide a good �t to C iv 5808. Wenote, however, that even the empirial LMC WR templatesof CH06 fail to reprodue the observed pro�le of the bluebump (see Setion 6.1).We determine the mass of the burst in knot A to bein the range (4±1) ×105 M⊙ (Solar) and 2�3 ×105 M⊙(LMC). Applying the same approah to knot B, we deriveages of less than 2.0 and 2.5 Myr, plus masses of 6 and 5
×105M⊙, for the Solar and LMC models, respetively. Us-ing these masses, and the population preditions made byStarburst99, we derive the O and WR star numbers givenin Table 7. Using the LMC models we derive N(O) = 660�910, N(WN) = 2�3 and N(WC) = 60�90 for Tol 89-A. TheN(WR)/N(O) and N(WC)/N(WN) ratios are 0.1 and 17�35,respetively. The large N(WC)/N(WN) ratios predited byStarburst99 are disussed in Setion 7. For knot B we deriveN(O) = 2030�2120 (Solar) or 1630�1740 (LMC) as shown inTable 7.For Tol 89-A in partiular, the O star numbers we de-rive from optial ontinuum �ts with Starburst99 are ingood agreement with the numbers indiretly derived fromthe nebular Hβ line luminosity in Setion 6.1.3: f ∼ 690with ∼ 660�910 for Tol 89-A and ∼ 2800 with ∼ 1600�1700for Tol 89-B for L(Hβ) versus Starburst99 modelling. In ad-dition, the N(WR)/N(O) ratio inferred for Tol 89-A is alsoin exellent agreement, f 0.2 versus 0.1�0.2, respetively.

Figure 15. Plots showing the best �tting (age) SB99+UCLmodels to the blue and yellow WR bumps of Tol 89-A for solarand LMC metalliities. A 3.5 Myr, Z = 0.4Z⊙ metalliity instan-taneous burst model for a 0.1�100 M⊙ Kroupa IMF is shown overthe spetral range 4400�6000 Å. The observed luster spetrumhas been veloity orreted and binned for larity.
6.2.3 UVWe apply the same tehnique to the UV ontinuum, salingthe best-�tting (age) LMC Starburst99 models determinedin Setion 4.1.2 to math the �ux levels of the dereddenedluster spetra of A1�4 and B1. We derive the followingmasses for A1 and A2 of ∼1�2×105 and 2�6×104 M⊙, giv-ing N(O) ≈ 310�680 and ≈ 40-190 respetively. For A3 andA4 we derive masses of 0.4�1.7×104 and 1�5×103 M⊙, giv-ing N(O) ≈ 10�60 and ≈ 5-20 respetively. The sum of themasses determined for A1�4 are onsistent with the valuederived from the optial, f ∼1�3×105 and ∼ 2�3×105 M⊙respetively. Similarly, the O star numbers are also in goodagreement: f ∼ 660�910 and ∼ 370�950 from the optialand UVmodelling respetively. These results are in exellentagreement with the ∼ 690 O stars derived from the nebularHβ approah. For B1 we derive a mass of ∼ 3×104 M⊙, giv-ing N(O) ≈ 80�120. This mass is signi�antly smaller thanthe ∼ 5× 105 M⊙ derived from the optial UVES spetrumfor Tol 89-B, whih optial STIS imaging reveals is made upof at least 5 lusters (see leftmost inset of Fig. 2). 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



The massive star population in Tol89 17Table 7. Massive star ontent derived from SB99+UCL modelling of an instantaneous bursts with a Kroupa IMF (α = 1.3, 2.3) and thefollowing mass boundaries: 0.1 (Mlow), 0.5 and 100 (Mup) M⊙. LMC and Solar metalliity models are presented, in whih O and WRpopulations result from optial ontinuum and emission line �ts, respetively.Model LMC, Z= 0.4Z⊙ LMC, Z= 0.4Z⊙ SolarUV Optial OptialRegion A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 A B A BAge (Myr) 4.5±0.5 5.0±1.0 3.0�5.5 3.0�5.5 < 3.5 3.5�4.0 < 2.5 4.0 ± 0.5 < 2Mass (×105 M⊙) 1�2 0.2�0.6 0.04�0.17 0.01�0.05 0.3 2�3 5 4 ± 1 6N(O) 310�680 40�190 10�60 5�20 80�120 660�910 1630�1740 670�1620 2030�2120N(WN) ... ... ... ... ... 2�3 ... 5�20 ...N(WC) ... ... ... ... ... 60�90 ... 90�240 ...N(WR)/N(O) ... ... ... ... ... 0.1 ... ∼ 0.2 ...N(WC)/N(WN) ... ... ... ... ... 17�35 ... 7�31 ...7 DISCUSSION7.1 Tol 89 as a GHRTol 89 is onspiuous by being the only large site of star for-mation in NGC5398. Johnson et al. (2003) note that Tol 89is among the most luminous radio Hii regions yet observedand is omparable to NGC5471 in M101.Tol 89 is omposed of three knots of star formationwhih we denote as A, B and C. Optial HST/STIS imag-ing resolves the two brightest optial knots of star formation(A and B) into multiple lusters. Eah is a massive burst ofstar formation in its own right, having produed multipleyoung ompat massive lusters (Reff 6 3 p, M>∼ 103−5M⊙) over very short time sales (∼ few Myr). The brightestluster in knot A (A1), for example, has a mass of ∼1�2×105 M⊙, while a total mass of ∼ 6 × 105 is inferred forthe ionizing soures at the heart of Tol 89-B. A further twoyoung ompat (Reff ∼ 2 p) massive lusters C1 and C2 areidenti�ed in the STIS UV image. The presene of so manyyoung ompat massive lusters within suh an isolatedGHRmakes Tol 89 a rather unusual objet. Typial GHRs innon-interating, late-type spiral galaxies tend to host group-ings of fewer and less massive (∼ 103−4 M⊙) lusters (e.g.NGCs 5461, 5462 and 5471 in M101; Chen et al. 2005, andNGCs 592, 595 and 588 in M33; Pellerin 2006) or multipleOB assoiations (e.g. NGC 604 in M33; Hunter et al. 1996).The fat that Tol 89 is loated at the end of the bar inNGC5398 indiates it may have been formed through gasin�ow in a high pressure environment � the onditions un-der whih SSCs are thought to form (Elmegreen & Efremov1997). However, Johnson et al. (2003) suggest that the weakbars found in late-type galaxies are not strong enough togenerate the required gas in�ow. It is therefore not learwhy so many young ompat massive lusters have formedin Tol 89.Larsen & Rihtler (1999, 2000) have shown that mas-sive star lusters do form in normal galaxies whih showno obvious signs of reent interation � although these typ-ially form in isolation. They �nd that the formation ofyoung massive lusters is favoured in environments with a-tive star formation and thus suggest that their formationin starbursts or mergers may simply be extreme ases of amore general phenomenon. One possible explanation for thepresene of suh a massive star forming region is that theparent galaxy NGC 5398 may be undergoing some form of

interation. A detailed investigation of NGC 5398 and itsenvironment is needed to settle this issue.In Table 8 we ompare the properties of Tol 89 with thethree GHRs in M 101 and 30Doradus in the LMC. It an beseen that Tol 89 is omparable to, but no more exeptionalthan, the GHRs presented in Table 8 in terms of its Hα/radioluminosities and size. The area normalised star formationrate (SFR) of Tol 89 is ≈ 0.1 M⊙ yr−1 kp−2 and is om-parable to the values derived for the luster omplexes inM51 (see table 1 of Bastian et al. 2005) and to the de�nitionof a starburst galaxy (0.1 M⊙ yr−1 kp−2 Kenniutt et al.2005). The SFR rates in Table 84 are derived using thepresription of Kenniutt (1998): ΣSF R (M⊙ yr−1) = 7.9 ×

10−42LHα (ergs s−1).7.2 Nebular emission linesWe �rst onsider the origin of the nebular He ii 4686 emis-sion in Tol 89�B. This detetion is to our knowledge the�rst in a WR galaxy with a metalliity greater than 0.2Z⊙ (f. Guseva, Izotov & Thuan 2000). The detetion inTol89-A is somewhat ambiguous � due to the poor qualityof the observations � nevertheless, nebular He ii 4686 is ex-peted to originate from weak-lined, metal-poor early-typeWN or WC stars (Smith et al. 2002). As for Tol 89�B, theabsene of WR stars implies that either the most massiveO stars are responsible for providing the He ii ionizing pho-tons, or that other (non-photoionizing) mehanisms suh asollisional shoks may be responsible for this emission.The intrinsi �ux ratio relative to Hβ, I(λ4686)/I(Hβ),is ≈ 1 × 10−3. Shaerer & Vaa note that for youngbursts dominated by O stars (t < 3 Myr), typial val-ues for I(He ii 4686)/I(Hβ) lie between 5 × 10−4 and 2 ×

10−3 (see their �g. 8). Thus, it would seem that our
I(He ii 4686)/I(Hβ) ratio is approximately onsistent with
4 The value for Tol 89 is derived from the Hα �ux estimated fromthe Hα images obtained as part of the Spitzer Infrared NearbyGalaxies Survey (SINGS) Legay Projet (Kenniutt et al. 2003).The observations were arried out at the Kitt Peak National Ob-servatory (KPNO) 2.1 m telesope. We note that this value isderived from the observed (i.e. non-extintion orreted) Hα emis-sion �ux in aordane with the results presented by Chen et al.(2005) in their table 1. 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



18 F. Sidoli et al.Table 8. Comparison of Tol 89 with NGCs5461, 5462 and 5471 in M101 and 30Doradus in the LMC. Values for Tol 89 are derived fromHα images obtained as part of the SINGS Legay Projet (Kenniutt et al. 2003). The observations were arried out at the Kitt PeakNational Observatory (KPNO) 2.1 m telesope. L6cm for Tol 89 omes from Johnson et al. (2003). Values for the three GHRs in M101and 30Dor in the LMC are taken from table 1 of Chen et al. (2005), exept the star formation rates (SFR) whih were alulated usingthe presription of Kenniutt (1998). The LHα are not extintion orreted for any the GHRs presented in the table.GHR Tol 89 NGC5461 NGC5462 NGC5471 30DorAngular Size (′′) 24 × 18 40 × 25 48 × 33 17 × 17 1200 × 1200Linear Size (p) 1700 × 1230 1400 × 875 1680 × 1150 600 × 600 290 × 290
LHα (ergs s−1) 1.9 × 1040 2.7 × 1040 1.3 × 1040 2.2 × 1040 3.9 × 1039SFRHα (M⊙ yr−1 kp−2) 0.07 0.17 0.03 0.47 0.36
L6cm 6.2 × 1026 1.4 × 1027 9.1 × 1026 7.4 × 1026 ...a young starburst event in the pre-WR phase (in agree-ment with the fat the we do not detet any WR emissions).However, the SNC02 models � whih inlude a more thor-ough treatment of hemistry and line blanketing in theirWR models � predit I(λ4686)/I(Hβ) ratios that are a fa-tor of ≈ 10 lower for all ages (∼ 10−5 and ∼ 10−4), in whihthe lowest metalliity models predit the hardest ionizing�ux distributions. During the pre-WR phase the SV98 andSNC02 models di�er due to the use of the ostar (SV98)and WM-Basi (SNC02) models (see Smith et al. 2002, fordetails).Consequently, one does not antiipate nebular He ii 4686in young starburst regions, suh as Tol 89-B, to arise from Ostars. Garnett et al. (1991) disuss Hii regions in whih neb-ular He ii 4686 is observed. In most ases, Wolf-Rayet starsprovide the ionizing soure for these nebulae, exept in twoinstanes, for whih an early O star and a massive X-raybinary appear to provide the hard ionization, the formerbeing espeially puzzling. At present, the soure of nebu-lar He ii 4686 is unexplained in Tol 89-B, whilst weak-linedWN or WC stars ould provide the neessary hard ionizingphotons in Tol 89-A.We now onsider the origin of the broad veloity om-ponents seen in knots A and B. They our at the sameveloity whih suggests that they have a ommon origin, al-though the knot B omponent is narrower ompared to thatof knot A (70 vs. 110 km s−1). In addition, the broad andnarrow omponents appear to have a similar eletron den-sities. This suggests that the gas responsible for the broadomponent an only be di�erentiated from the narrow Hiiregion omponent by its width and that the two distintomponents probably oexist within the GHR. Finally, we�nd that the maximum veloity of the gas, as measured bythe FWZI, is 450�600 km s−1.Underlying broad omponents to nebular emission lineshave been reported in a number of studies of GHRs, andWR and starburst galaxies (see Mendez & Esteban 1997;Homeier & Gallagher 1999, for a review). The properties ofthese omponents resemble those we have found in Tol 89;they have similar ionization onditions to the narrow ompo-nents, and are spatially extended over the star-forming knots(Mendez & Esteban 1997). The origin of the broad om-ponent is not well understood; Homeier & Gallagher on-sider three possible explanations: (1) it is due to integrat-ing over many ionized strutures at di�erent veloities; (2)it originates from hot, turbulent gas within superbubblesreated by the winds from lusters; or (3) it is assoiated

with some type of break-out phenomenon suh as a galatiwind. The third option is unlikely beause the broad om-ponent is not veloity-shifted with respet to the narrowHii region omponent. The similar densities and ionizationstates of the broad and narrow omponents argues againstthe seond option. We are then left with the �rst optionthat the broad omponent is the result of integrating overshell strutures and �laments at di�erent veloities. Studiesof the well-resolved GHRs 30 Dor (Chu & Kenniutt 1994)and NGC 604 (Yang et al. 1996) show that their integratedpro�les have low intensity broad wings due to fast expand-ing shells. We therefore favour this explanation beause ofthe similar densities and ionization states of the broad andnarrow omponents.The narrower width of the broad omponent in knotB ompared to knot A may be explained by the youngerage of knot B (< 3 Myr ompared to 4.5 Myr). The lusterwinds in knot A will be more advaned than those in knot Bbeause of the onset of WR winds and supernovae. We wouldthus expet the luster winds in knot A to have had a largerimpat on the dynamis and struture of the surroundingH II region. This is in aord with the larger reddening wededue for knot B, its morphology showing a higher gasonentration (Fig. 4), as well as the fat that we observeveloity splitting in the main nebular omponent for knot Abut not for knot B.7.3 The massive star ontent of Tol 897.3.1 Clusters A1 to A4We �rst onsider the di�erene in the massive star ontentsof lusters A1 and A2. While A2 shows a mixed popula-tion of WN and WC stars, A1 only ontains WN stars, al-though both have similar ages of 4.5 and 5.0 Myr. A sim-ilar di�erene in the populations of the two sublusters inthe bright super�star luster SSC-A in the dwarf starburstgalaxy NGC1569 was disussed by Maoz, Ho & Sternberg(2001). Their STIS long slit optial spetrosopy revealedthe presene of young WR features (6 5Myr) oexistingwith an older red supergiant (RSG) population (> 4Myr).Maoz et al. suggest that there is a dihotomy in the pop-ulation of the two sublusters NGC 1569�A1 and A2, de-spite their similar ages of 5 Myr, in whih the WR fea-ture originates solely from NGC 1569�A2. They onludethat NGC 1569�A1 and A2 must have either widely di�er-ent IMFs or widely di�erent abundanes, or similar, anoma-lously high, abundanes but slightly di�erent ages. In fat, 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



The massive star population in Tol89 19reent estimates of the age of NGC1569-A2 have been re-vised and it is now believed to be around 12 Myr old(Anders et al. 2004), thus explaining the di�erene in thestellar populations of NGC1569�A1 and A2. Of ourse, in-dividual lusters an host mixed (WR and RSG) popula-tions if their ages are in the range 4�5Myr. Westerlund 1in the Milky Way is an example of a massive luster whoseontent has been spatially resolved into RSG, WN and WCpopulations by Clark et al. (2005).For the ase of the lusters A1 and A2 in Tol 89 we �ndthe di�erene between A1 ontaining only WN stars, and A2both WN and WC stars, an be partially explained in termsof age e�ets due to the rapid evolution of WR stars on timesales of typially a few 105 years (Maeder & Meynet 1994).Sine the WC phase follows the WN stage for the most mas-sive stars, one might suspet that the slightly younger luster(A1) ontains only WN stars, while the older luster (A2)ontains a mixed population of WN stars and WC stars.Unfortunately, one expets the most massive stars to ad-vane to the WC stage within ∼3Myr, whih is inonsis-tent with the age inferred from the � A1 dominated � Hβequivalent width in knot A. Alternatively, the age wouldneed to exeed 5Myr for lower initial mass stars to advanethrough to the WN phase, but fail to beome WC starsprior to ore-ollapse, whih is also somewhat in on�itwith the observed Hβ equivalent width for knot A. Dif-ferenes in WR populations ould result from variations inIMF, with a de�it in very high mass stars for A1, althoughthis senario appears to be rather ontrived, given the rapidvariation in N(WC)/N(WN) with age for young starburstsShaerer & Vaa (1998).A similar situation would appear to arise for lustersA3 and A4 in the sense that from their derived ages (seeSetion 4.1.2) one would also expet WR stars to be present.While no obvious WR signatures are deteted in luster A3,lear He ii 1640 emission is observed in A4 (see Fig. 5).Remarkably, in luster A4 we have been able to detet justthree mid WN stars despite the large distane of 14.7 Mpto Tol 89. The detetion of suh a small number of WR starsis partly made possible due to the weak ontinuum �ux ofthis luster, whose UV output is entirely dominated by thesethree WN stars. In ontrast to luster A4, the observed lowS/N and stronger ontinuum in A3 may be masking any WRstars present in this luster, thus we an not exlude thepresene of a small number WN stars. We derive a mass forA3 and A4 of ∼ 0.4�1.7×104 and ∼ 1�5×103 M⊙ from UVStarburst99 modelling. Aording to Cerviño & Mas-Hesse(1994) and Cerviño et al. (2002), below ∼ 104−5 M⊙ theIMF is no longer well sampled, thus a�eting the integratedproperties of the luster. In suh ases stellar populationsynthesis models an no longer be orretly applied (see e.g.Jamet et al. 2004). It is possible that the massive stellarontent anomalies of A3 and A4 are due to a stohastisampling of the IMF as a result of the low luster masses.7.3.2 Empirial onstraintsUsing template spetra of LMC WN and WC type stars(Crowther & Had�eld 2006) we have been able to deriveonsistent early WN (≈ 95) and WC (≈ 35) star numbersfrom both optial and UV diagnostis. In the UV, we sumthe ontributions from lusters A1 and A2 in order to make

diret omparisons with the optial UVES spetra of knot A;we do not inlude the three WN5�6 stars derived for lus-ter A4 sine these will not ontribute signi�antly to theoptial blue bump whih we attribute entirely to WN2�4stars. Based on nebular derived O star populations, we esti-mate N(WR)/N(O) ∼0.2 for knot A, somewhat larger thansingle star evolutionary models predit at LMC metalliityShaerer & Vaa (1998).The UV STIS data are also presented in Chandar et al.(2004) who derive a He ii 1640 �ux equivalent to ∼ 130 early-type WN stars (based on the CH06 LMC line luminosity forWN2�4 stars) from their extration of Tol 89-1 (enompass-ing our A1 and A2). This ompares well to the results of thiswork, although we note that the di�erene is most likely dueto the hoie of extintion law used by Chandar et al. Asnoted by Had�eld & Crowther (2006), the use of a standardstarburst extintion law is ideally suited to spatially un-resolved galaxies. For extragalati stellar lusters suh asTol 89-A1(�A3) and NGC3125-A1, an LMC or SMC extin-tion law is more appropriate. Had�eld & Crowther (2006)have shown that the WR ontent of NGC 3125-1 derivedfrom He ii 1640 by Chandar et al. is strongly overestimateddue to their hoie of extintion law.The absolute WR ontent we derive from the optial issigni�antly lower than that estimated by Shaerer et al. byabout a fator of 3; although the WC/WN ratios obtainedare in good agreement (f ∼ 0.5 and ∼ 0.6 respetively).This disrepany is likely due to several fators, inludingdi�erent adopted internal extintions, slit widths (f 1.′′6 toour 1.′′4) and position angle (PA 39◦ and 90◦). Note thatShaerer et al. adopt the global extintion value derived forTol 89 by Terlevih et al. (1991) (0.12 mags), whilst we de-rive an extintion value of zero mags for Tol 89-A diretly.7.3.3 Starburst99 model onstraintsIn Setion 6.2 we ompared three SB99+UCL models to theobserved WR pro�les in knot A; 1) Solar; 2) LMC with
Ṁ −Z for WR stars swithed on; and 3) LMC with Ṁ −Zfor WR stars swithed o�. Fig. 15 shows that while we areable to obtain good �ts to the yellow WR bump, the �t tothe blue bump is rather unsatisfatory � partiularly in thease of the LMC metalliity models. The best agreement isahieved for solar metalliity models, whih we aknowledgeto be unphysial in view of the low metalliity of Tol 89.Using the LMC models, the predited number of WRstars is in reasonable agreement with the empirial results,approximately a fator of ∼ 1�2 times smaller (f ∼ 60�90to 130), while the O-star numbers are also similar from thestellar ontinuum (∼ 660�910) and Hii region (∼ 690) anal-yses respetively. The SB99+UCL spetral synthesis modelspredit N(WR)/N(O) ∼ 0.1 versus ∼ 0.2 from diret stellar(WR) and indiret nebular (O) results. Unfortunately, themajor failure of the spetral synthesis approah relates tothe distribution of WR stars, whih is observed to be pri-marily WN stars in ontrast to a predited dominant WCpopulation. As a onsequene, the �t to the blue bump ispoor sine the WN population is greatly underestimated.However, let us reall that non-rotating evolutionarymodels are at present used in Starburst99 synthesis mod-els. Meynet & Maeder (2003, 2005) have shown that theinlusion of rotational mixing in their evolutionary models 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22



20 F. Sidoli et al.inreases the WR lifetimes � mainly as a result of the in-reased duration of the H-rih phase � and lowers the initialmass limit for the formation of WR stars. The ombinationof these two fators is to derease the N(WC)/N(WN) ratioand inrease the predited N(WR)/N(O) ratio, bringing pre-ditions loser to our empirial results for Tol 89-A. The po-tential use of syntheti WR line bumps in Starburst99 mod-els as diagnostis of WR populations is at present severelyhindered by the lak of rotational mixing in evolutionarymodels. Until then, one should treat detailed N(WR)/N(O)and WR subtype distributions predited by suh modelswith aution.8 SUMMARYWe have presented new high spetral resolution VLT/UVESspetrosopy and arhival HST/STIS imaging and spe-trosopy of the giant Hii region Tol 89 in NGC5398.From optial HST/STIS imaging we resolve the twobrightest optial knots of star formation, Tol 89-A and B,into individual, young ompat massive lusters A1�4 andB1 (Reff 6 3 p, M>∼ 103−5 M⊙). We derive ages for knotsA and B of ∼ 4.5 and < 3 Myr respetively. We determinea mass from Starburst99 modelling for the brightest lusterin A (A1) of ∼ 1�2×105 M⊙. A total mass of ∼ 6× 105 M⊙is inferred for the ionizing soures at the heart of knot B.A further two young ompat massive lusters (Reff < 2 p;C1 and C2) are identi�ed in the STIS UV image whih mayalso fall into the SSC (mass) ategory. In total, we identifyat least seven young massive ompat lusters in the Tol 89star-forming omplex. We �nd that the GHR properties ofTol 89 are similar to the three GHRs in M101 and 30 Dor.Tol 89, however, ontains six lusters of SSC proportionswhereas the other four omparison GHRs do not. Tol 89 istherefore exeptional in terms of its luster ontent and itsisolated loation in the late-type galaxy NGC 5398.In agreement with the results of Shaerer et al. 1999, weshow that the WR emission is loalised to the region withmaximum stellar ontinuum, knot A; while STIS UV spe-trosopy reveals that the WR stars are on�ned to lustersA1, A2 and A4, with early WC stars loated only in A2.We have modelled the observed WR line pro�les using theempirial template spetra of LMC WN and WC stars pre-sented in Crowther & Had�eld (2006), revealing ∼ 95 earlyWN stars and ∼ 35 WC stars in Tol 89-A. WR populationsinferred from our empirial tehnique are onsistent betweenoptial and UV diagnostis, and so are well onstrained. Forlusters A1, A2 and A4, we obtain N(WC)/N(WN) ∼ 0, ∼ 3and ∼ 0, respetively. It is feasible that the slight di�erenein ages of lusters A1 and A2 (f ∼ 4.5 and ∼ 5 Myr re-spetively) is responsible for this di�erene in their massivestar population, although di�erenes in IMF annot be ex-luded. In luster A4 we have been able to detet three midWN stars despite the large distane to Tol 89, whih is testa-ment to the dominane of WR stars at UV wavelengths. Thedetetion of so few WN stars may be the result of stohastisampling of the IMF. From nebular Hβ emission, we obtainN(O)∼ 690 and 2800 for knots A and B, from whih we inferN(WR)/N(O)∼ 0.2 for the former region. For knot B, N(O)is a fator of two smaller than reent radio observations byJohnson et al. (2003).

We have onstruted omplementary Starburst99(Leitherer et al. 1999) models in whih optial spetral syn-thesis of WR stars has been implemented using the UCLWRstar grids of Smith et al. (2002). O star populations fromoptial ontinuum �ux distributions are in good agreementwith nebular results, although the SB99 + UCL models failto reprodue the observed strength of the blue WR bump,beause too few WN stars are predited in the evolutionarymodels. The inlusion of evolutionary traks with rotationalmixing (Meynet & Maeder 2003, 2005) should help to re-solve this issue by inreasing the lifetime of WNs during theH-rih phase. Nevertheless, the total WR populations ob-tained in this way agree with the empirial results to withina fator of 2�3.From an analysis of the optial nebular emission lines,we on�rm previous determinations that Tol 89 has an LMC-type metalliity. Nebular He ii 4686 is observed in Tol 89�Band perhaps Tol 89�A from UVES and STIS spetrosopy.The latter is expeted for early-type WR populations atlow metalliity, whilst He ii 4686 emission from starburstregions prior to the WR stage is not predited, unless thisis formed within a shoked region surrounding young O starpopulations, as may be the ase for N44C in the LMC. Wedetet symmetrial broad omponents in the strongest neb-ular lines with veloities up to 450�600 km s−1. We �nd thatthis high veloity gas has similar properties to the Hii gas asrevealed by the narrow omponents, and suggest that it isthe result of integrating over shell strutures and �lamentsat di�erent veloities within the GHR.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSFS aknowledges �nanial support from PPARC and thePerren Fund, UCL. PAC aknowledges �nanial supportfrom the Royal Soiety. The authors also wish to thank thereferee for useful omments and suggestions, Bill Vaa foruseful disussions, Rupali Chandar for sending us her spe-trum of Tol 89�1 and Nate Bastian for his help in using theishape routine. This paper is based on observations ol-leted at the European Southern Observatory, Chile, pro-posal ESO 73.B-0238(A). This paper is also based on ob-servations taken with the NASA/ESA Hubble Spae Tele-sope whih is operated by the Assoiation of Universities forResearh in Astronomy, In. under NASA ontrat NAS5-26555. It made use of HST data taken as part of GO program7513 (PI C. Leitherer). The Image Redution and AnalysisFaility (iraf) is distributed by the National Optial As-tronomy Observatories whih is operated by the Assoia-tion of Universities for Researh in Astronomy, In. underooperative agreement with the National Siene Founda-tion. stsdas is the Spae Telesope Siene Data AnalysisSystem; its tasks are omplementary to those in iraf.REFERENCESAnders P., de Grijs R., Fritze-v. Alvensleben U., BissantzN., 2004, MNRAS, 347, 17Ashman K. M., Zepf S. E., 1992, ApJ, 384, 50Bastian N., Gieles M., Efremov Y. N., LamersH. J. G. L. M., 2005, A&A, 443, 79 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1�22
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